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To create a long lasting impact in the minds of the people, one has to create an independent
statement. Either for gifting some one or to fighting for some social cause, it reflects an exclusive
point of view to be dissimilar in the crowd, and it is precisely this exclusiveness that has made the
personalized wristbands so famous across the world. These bands cover both the aspects â€“ style 
and utility to spread some social message.

These are mostly used in national elections. Different colour represents different political parties.
This helps the party people to identify their supporters. These are widely used as an effective
means of campaigning of political parties.

Custom event wristband can be printed with unique text or art. Even pictures and images can also
be imprinted on such bands. There are some effective ideas which can be imprinted over these
bands:

1. Logos

2. Tag lines

3. Coupons

4. Bar codes

5. Website addresses

6. Quick response (QR) code

The advantages of custom event bands are plentiful. These can protect the party from party crasher
who are burdensome. These bands enable security staff to recognize authorized guests and
personnel easily and quickly. Distinct colours can make it easy to distinguish the imprinted text such
as "VIP" or "STAFF." With a brief look, security staff can identify other staff members, other ticket
holders and VIPs.

Choosing the right colour is also an essential aspect. Different colours of Wristband exhibit different
causes. Like, yellow live strong bands aim at uniting the cancer patients all over the world with the
perseverance to surpass and defeat this deadly disease. It is always advisable to make use of a
colour scheme that can correctly represents the cause and the brand.

Logos are extremely significant part of such bands as these icons are affiliated with a fixed cause or
product and tends to put a lasting impression on the minds of the people. Large corporate houses or
small charitable organizations, all have their own logos that help to stir up one's memory whenever
they come across that logo.

The last and most crucial consideration for wristbands is related to the options of an overwhelming
message. The slogans should clearly reflects the objectives in an actual form. Thus, the success of
using such bands for campaigning depends on three factors: the colour, slogan and logo. If
someone is passionate about the cause, it is sure that an individual will strike the right aggregation
of these factors to create the most attractive bands.
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Author works for a small charitable organization which gains lots of donation through such a
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